CORE SHREDDING

CORE SHREDDING!
HÖCKER POLYTECHNIK SHREDDER PUT TO WORK FOR SMURFIT KAPPA’S PLANT IN EUSKIRCHEN
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Höcker’s PHH core shredder — easy to
use and ready to go within a minute.
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he volume of paper that
larger box plants use is
immense. Every day, tons of
heavy paper reels are processed
and every time the core remains
and has to be recycled — which
can present board plants with a real
headache. Such cores are a special
challenge for the downstream
recycling process. Without any
particular pre-treatment, they can
damage conveyor belts and balers.
Sometimes that damage can mean
a plant’s own waste treatment plant
is down for days and the resulting
repairs are costly. As a result,
cores are usually separated out and
often disposed of at a fee.
Höcker Polytechnik decided
to declare war on cores! Their
PHH core shredder reduces the
cores quickly and efficiently. The
impressive unit weighs more
than two tons and has a sturdy
construction and user-friendly

operation. It has a frequency
regulated, 22 kW motor that
drives the cutting mechanism,
made of long-lasting, specially
hardened steel. A smart feeder
controller regulates the feed so that
shredding is guaranteed under any
circumstances.
The destructive power of the
core shredder is impressive. It
shreds up to 120 cores (length:
3m) per hour and is easy to
operate. The cores, which can
be up to 160mm thick with wall
thicknesses of up to 40mm, are
simply pushed into the intake and
the automatic feed pulls them into
the cutting device.
The unit, which can be set up
to operate in less than a minute,
can be operated continuously, but
doesn’t have to be. Just turn on the
switch, start the motor and feed
the cores in. The shredded pieces
can be easily recycled afterwards.

CORE SHREDDING

“THE CORES ARE SHREDDED INTO PALM-SIZED PIECES AND THEN CAN BE PROCESSED EASILY
WITHOUT DAMAGING OUR BALER.”
BRUNO SCHMITZ

Easy to use. The cores are automatically fed into the cutting device.

Every shredded core saves the
the cores had to be disposed of
boxplant money and at 1,500 tubes separately. The cores took up
per month, within less than two
costly storage space and the
years, it will have paid for itself.
company lost out on its waste
The ROI of such a machine can be
paper revenue. Since 2015, the
demonstrated by the experience
PHH core shredder has been in
of Smurfit Kappa RapidCorr in
successful use at the plant.
Euskirchen. The plant manufactures
corrugated packaging and places
Powerful system
high value on a modern production
Smurfit Kappa calculates that
environment, which also means a
the ROI will be within two and
sustainable waste management
a half years. Bruno Schmitz,
concept for its production waste.
Operations Manager at Smurfit
After multiple attempts to process
Kappa in Euskirchen, explains, “We
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the cores in their own baler failed,
have a powerful waste disposal
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center with a baler fed by a chain
conveyor belt. All waste sheets
and production offcuts are baled.
Initially, we also tried to process our
cores with the existing system, but
following damage to the baler we
had repairs of several thousands of
Euros. We realised we had to find a
solution for treating the cores that
was easier on the baler.”
He continues, “Höcker
Polytechnik, a long-standing partner
for waste paper handling, pointed
us in the direction of their core
shredder following a site visit and
we were immediately impressed.
We have had the PHH core shredder
at work here since the beginning of
2015. The cores are shredded into
palm-sized pieces and then can be
processed easily without damaging
our baler. Our operators process
several batches of cores per day
and they also consider the unit to
be excellent. In short, using the
PHH core shredder, the downtime
of our baling press has been
minimised. We now integrate the
core waste into our standard waste
handling process, which increases
our recycled paper revenues — and
the cores are no longer an issue for
us.” n
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